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Abstract. This paper presents a method for learning and predicting
human motion in closed environments.

Many surveillance, security, entertainment and smart-home systems
require the localization of human subjects and the prediction of their
future locations in the environment. Traditional tracking methods em-
ploy a linear motion model for human motion. However, for complex
scenarios, where motion trajectory is dependent on the structure of the
environment, linear motion model is insufficient.

In this paper, we present a behavior-aware method for learning and
predicting human motion in closed environments. Our method adaptively
combines traditional linear motion model, where there is not much be-
havioral data, with the learned motion model, where there is sufficient
data available.

We present the mathematical and implementation details along with
the experimental results to show the effectiveness of our method.

Keywords: human tracking, surveillance, trajectory learning.

1 Introduction

Utilizing cameras for automatized surveillance is always a hot topic in the com-
puter vision field [10]. In many systems, such as surveillance, entertainment,
HCI, security and smart-home systems, the main subject is the human, and the
localization and prediction of human position is required for further processing
such as evaluating the subject’s behavior and intent, and making automated
decisions based on the recovered information. Such systems have made extensive
use of using computer vision techniques for tracking humans, action recognition,
etc. As well as localizing humans in the environment, predicting their future
locations is also important for systems that make decisions based on human
actions. Smart-home, guidance and life-comfort systems are examples to these
systems.

Localizing human position is a well-studied subject in the literature [1][3][8],
however, predicting future positions is still an open subject. In this paper, we
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present a human-behavior aware prediction method for the estimation of future
locations of the subjects in an environment. Our method combines the traditional
linear motion model with a learning-based motion model that employs previous
human actions in the environment. The linear motion model estimates future
positions using the Markovian assumption and formulates the future position as
a Gaussian distribution with a fixed variance. The disadvantage of this simple
method is that human motion is not always linear and it heavily depends on the
environmental structure. For example, if there is a table in the environment, a
human approaching this table would be predicted to hit the table if we use the
linear motion model. On the other hand, we can learn the human behavior in an
environment and exploit the previous human actions to make better predictions.
In the same example, if many people have avoided this table by going around
it or stopped in front of it, then we should make a similar prediction instead of
going through the table.

As the human behavior is dependent on the environmental structure, we train
for human behavior for different locations on the environment individually. The
main benefit of our method is that we can predict future locations of humans in
an environment using the learned experience of possibly the same subjects in the
same environment. In the case where we do not have enough learned examples,
we adaptively revert back to the linear motion model.

1.1 Related Work

Our method learns local prediction models through past experience and utilize
them for further predictions. Similar methods have been proposed in the human
tracking literature. Berclaz et.al [9] proposed a behavioral map computation that
encodes human movement decisions on the parts of environment. The behavioral
maps are global and are learned using EM algorithm on a training set of trajecto-
ries. Once the maps are learned, they can be utilized for prediction and anomaly
detection. Our system employs an essentially different training method. We uti-
lize online-training as the samples are gathered and processed. The prediction
models are learned on the run while the system is running. Thus, our system is
highly adaptive to the current state of the environment and its occupants.

Another similar work to ours is Bennewitz et.al’s work [7]. In their study,
they describe motion patterns which are clustered with EM algorithm using the
input trajectories. Later, they utilize the clustered motion patterns to employ
an HMM (Hidden Markov Model) for predicting the locations of people in the
environment. Our method is essentially different than theirs, although we seek
to achieve the same goal. In our method, we train independent prediction models
for small locations on the environment, which further exploit the structure of the
environment and people’s behavior in it. Our prediction models are responsible
only for the area they are trained on and are simple enough to update on the
run and are able to adapt to the environment.

Madrigal et.al’s work [12] utilizes local prediction models learned on specific
locations and is more similar to our work. They have proposed dividing the
workspace into a grid and train a mixed discrete-continuous probability model
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Fig. 1. Prediction of multiple states using traditional Markov assumption

to learn the behavior on each grid cell. They employ thorough training and utilize
the learned models as sample generators for a Particle Filter tracking method.
In contrast to our work, their method requires intensive training phase and is
not adaptive to changes in the environment. Our work mainly differs on how we
learn each behavior model adaptively on the run. Our method can revert back to
linear motion model in the absence of data and do not require an initial training
phase for each different environment.

The rest of the paper is as follows; we present the mathematical formulation
of our method in Section 2, and give the implementation details together with
the experimental results in Section 3. We finally present the conclusions and
discussion in Section 4.

2 Method

In the literature, tracking and prediction of human position is usually modeled as
building a trajectory for each subject [2][5][6]. This is achieved using a Markov-
motion model, which states that the current state of the tracked human depends
only on the previous state, given that the state would include current position
and velocity of the tracked human in the environment. This Markov property is
usually given as

P (xt|x1:t−1) = P (xt|xt−1), (1)

where xt is the current state of the tracked human, x1:t−1 is collection of all
the previous states and xt−1 is the previous state. In its simplest form the state
x encapsulates position and velocity of the tracked target. This identity is also
used when predicting future locations.

P (xt+1|x1:t) = P (xt+1|xt). (2)

Given the current state, we can predict the future state of the tracked human.
The probability P (xt+1|xt) is usually modeled as a Gaussian distribution and
the uncertainty increases if we predict multiple states into the future, as shown
in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, the expected future positions of two humans are show as filled circles
and uncertainties are shown as circles around the expectations. The uncertain-
ties can be reduced by observing future states, however, if we predict multiple
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states into future, the linear motion model limits us to this kind of uncertain
predictions.

In this paper, we present a learning based prediction method for human mo-
tion. Given a history of states, our method can predict multiple time steps into
future accurately. We begin by defining a probability value representing the
learning-based prediction as

L(xt+1|xt) =
∑

i

ωiS(xt+1 ⊕ h(xt), Hi), (3)

where ⊕ is concatenation operator and Hi is a learned example which finalizes
at xt+1. Here S(·, ·) is a similarity measure between trajectories and ωi defines
the importance of each learned example Hi. We represent the current trajectory
with h(xt) = {xt, xt−1, xt−2, ...}, the history of xt. Learned examples Hi are
also 1D trajectories of arbitrary lengths. This formula states our main idea as
follows; to evaluate the likeliness of the prediction xt+1, we consider all previous
trajectories that was finalized at xt, and we check where the previous trajectories
lead. If xt+1 is a likely prediction, then the concatenated trajectory xt+1⊕h(xt)
will have high similarity to the previous trajectories. Note that this definition
of L(xt+1|xt) is position-dependent, so we will have different evaluations for
different parts of the environment.

This definition is purely for mathematical justification and it states that if
we follow the previous examples on the same part of the environment, we can
predict the human motion accurately, since the past experiences Hi indicate how
other people decided on this part of the environment. Next, we will present how
to evaluate L(xt+1|xt) efficiently using SVM-based regression models.

One disadvantage of this learning-based prediction is that it requires all the
previous examples which in return requires storage and computation time dur-
ing evaluation. In practice, however, we do not implement Eq. 3 directly. We
divide the rectified ground plane [13] into a fixed size grid and train SVM-based
regression models for each grid cell. Although any other point prediction method
would be employed, we choose SVM-based regression as it is accurate and fast
to evaluate. At a certain point on the ground plane, given the history of the
states and the current position of a tracked person, the regression model easily
predicts one step into the future based on the learned experience. The predicted
position may or may not fall into the same grid cell with the current position,
and future steps are predicted again using the previously predicted position and
the learned regression models of the corresponding grid cell.

For learning the SVM-regression, or any other machine learning approach,
one needs adequate amount of data to achieve successful training. Our method
depends on the experience learned while the system is running. Thus, for some
parts of the environment, where not enough people have been observed yet, we
will not have enough data for learning. In this case we need to revert back to the
original linear motion model. To achieve this, we propose the following adaptive
model to compute the transition probability.

P (xt+1|xt) = αL(xt+1|xt) + (1− α)N(xt+1|Axt, Σ), (4)
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where N is a Gaussian distribution with a mean at value Axt and a fixed co-
variance Σ, and α is an adaptive weighting parameter that measures how well
L(xt+1|xt) is trained. The latter part of the right hand side of Eq. 4 is the
traditional linear motion model with the transition matrix A. The weighting
parameter α is computed adaptively at each evaluation. As α represents the
wellness of L(xt+1|xt), we follow a direct approach to compute α as

α = 1− exp{−γα(# of training samples)}, (5)

where γα is a normalizing constant estimated empirically with simulation data.

2.1 Discussion on Adaptive Weighting

In Eq. 4, we combine two predictions, namely linear motion model and learned
motion model, using a soft weighting between the two predictions. When the
learned motion model has high confidence, the weighting will favor the learned
model, since it is dependent on the environment and represents the actions taken
in the environment more accurately than the linear motion model.

Consider a forking event on a ground point where a person makes a turning
decision and we want to predict this action. The forking may happen because
of an obstacle in the environment or because of people’s target goals, such as
doors and other usable objects in the environment. Instead of soft weighting, let
us consider using a hard weighting between the two prediction models, which
means switching between them. In this case we would be switching to one of the
models and discard the other model for this event completely. If the cause of this
forking event is an obstacle in the environment, then switching to the learned
model would result in high hitrate. However, if the cause of this forking event is
goals of the people in previous events, then by switching to the learned model,
we would be unnecessarily discarding the linear motion model. In a way, we
would be making the previous events and the current event dependent. With soft
weighting as done in Eq. 4, we keep both models and combine them adaptively
(see Fig. 2(c)).

2.2 Discussion on Data Management for Local Behavior Learning

Our regression based learning method employs independent SVM models for
each local part of the environment. Since we partition the ground space into
grid cells, each cell and in return each SVM model will receive only a small
portion of trajectories in the environment making it possible to keep a relatively
large number of learned trajectories. Some grid cells may receive adequate data
while others may receive none, in which case our model will adaptively revert
back to the linear motion model, see Eq. 4.

In practice, we do not require an initial training phase and our system is ini-
tialized with empty models. In this state, predictions are done using the linear
motion model. As people pass through the environment, trajectories are col-
lected and fed into SVM models for corresponding cells. We keep an individual
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(a) N(xt+1|xt) (b) L(xt+1|xt)

(c) αL(.) + (1− α)N(.) (d) with ground truth

Fig. 2. Future state prediction

SVM regression model for each x and y coordinate prediction of the position,
thus further simplifying the learning model. In return, we can easily retrain the
regression models when new data arrives. For efficiency, instead of retraining
when new data arrives, we update the regression models periodically. In our ex-
periments, in every 30 frames regression models are retrained on the cells where
new data was collected since the last update. This usually happens only on a
few cells.

The model update happens in the background and retrained models are re-
placed. Thus, the complexity introduced by the update of the regression models
is invisible and effective running time is only dependent on the evaluation of
the linear motion model and regression models for prediction, both of which are
evaluated in linear time with respect to the number of grid cells.

For accuracy, in a single grid cell, it is sometimes required to train multiple re-
gression models to cover the possible divergences and forks of the trajectories. In
practice, we have observed that most grid cells would require a single regression
model unless forking decisions was made previously in the corresponding loca-
tion. To detect such forking events, we simply cluster the collected data using
k-means and train an additional regression model if necessary.
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3 Implementation and Experiments

We evaluated our method on simulation data, where subjects are moving in a
room with random destinations. For evaluation, we measure the point location
of targets on the ground plane. For all experiments, we use multiple cameras and
we evaluate the tracking on the rectified ground plane, where vertical mid-axis
lines of tracked people project onto a single point on this rectified plane.

In Fig. 2, we present a sample prediction result for 4 time steps into the fu-
ture. This example is for a junction point in the environment where a forking
event occurs. On this point subjects make turning decisions based on their tar-
get destinations. In all sub-figures of Fig. 2, rectangular prisms represent the
observed locations and circular distributions represent the predicted locations
with corresponding uncertainties. In Fig. 2(a) we give the traditional linear mo-
tion model, note how uncertainty increase with further predictions. In Fig. 2(b)
we give the evaluation of L(xt+1|xt). In this example two SVM-regression models
with different weights were trained for the corresponding grid cell. Based on this
figure, we can say that the people passing through this grid cell have followed
mainly two paths. Fig. 2(c) shows how effectively we can combine traditional and
learned motion models. The weight of the linear model was diminished while the
weight of the learned model was kept relatively higher. In Fig. 2(d) we show
that our combined prediction model is successfully overlapping with the ground
truth locations.

Fig. 3. Sample videos from POM dataset

We also evaluated our method on tracking videos from publicly available
multi-camera pedestrian video set [14]. A sample show from the videos in this set
is given in Fig. 3. In all video experiments, we report the accuracy as the rela-
tive accuracy of the prediction to the offline two-pass tracking results. The offline
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(a) Grid cell size = 5px (b) Grid cell size = 11px

(c) Grid cell size = 25px

Fig. 4. Prediction accuracy with respect to grid size

tracking results are acquired using Dynamic Programming with Linear motion
model on the whole video. Presence likelihoods on the rectified ground plane are
computed from background subtraction [13] and fed into the Dynamic Program-
ming to optimize the trajectories on the whole video. This step requires much
time and only necessary to compare our method with the an offline two-pass
algorithm, which is expected to produce better results. To make the evaluation
more challenging and more realistic, we only used every 5-th frame in all the
videos, thus making the tracked motion less smooth.

To compare the performance of our method against gridization, we have eval-
uated our method using different grid sized. We divided the rectified ground
plane into a grid with a varying grid cell size. Since we divide the ground plane
into grid cells, during prediction of future time steps, we observed a small per-
formance degradation when the evaluated location is close to the edges of the
corresponding grid cell. To address this problem, we incorporated interpolation
in the prediction step. All reported results are based on linear interpolation of 4
nearest grid cells.
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In all reported graphs, we present 3 methods; linear motion model (Eq. 2),
our learned prediction model (Eq. 3) and our combined model (Eq. 4), with
abbreviations N , L and N + L respectively.

In Fig. 4, we report the accuracy of our method compared to the linear motion
model for varying grid sizes and history lengths. History length affects how
lengthy trajectories we need to utilize and grid size affects how fine we should
divide the ground plane into independent parts.

In our experiments, we have divided the rectified ground plane into grids
where each square cell has 5px, 11px and 25px length edges. The grid cell sizes
are directly dependent on the rectification and scale of the ground plane. We
have used a constant 256x256 pixel ground plane for all videos. For wider envi-
ronments, larger ground planes and finer gridization may be required.

Our system trains independent SVMs for each grid cell, however we use a
fixed history length for each of the grid cells. In Fig. 4 it can be observed that
smaller grid sizes with longer history lengths provide better results.

(a) Estimation of 5-th frame (b) Estimation of 10-th frame

Fig. 5. Future frame prediction for grid size = 11px

In Fig. 5 we present the prediction results for 5-th and 10-th frames in the
future using a grid size of 11px. With longer predictions it is evident that history
length has big effect on the prediction accuracy.

4 Conclusion and Discussion

We have presented an adaptive prediction method for human trajectories in an
environment. Our method is behavior-aware in the sense that it can adaptively
learn the motion behavior of the subjects. Our method can revert back to linear
motion model in the absence of data and do not require an initial training phase
for each different environment.

We achieve this by adaptively mixing the traditional linear motion model
with our regression based prediction model. We learn the regression for future
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time steps using the example we collect on the same part of the environment,
thus we are able to learn human behavior on specific parts of the environment.
We can also say that our method can automatically learn the structure of the
environment. For example, if there is a solid object which people avoid collision
and walk around it, our prediction model will learn the decisions made by the
subjects and will predict the same avoiding paths for future evaluations.

Our future works include employing this method in tracking, surveillance and
entertainment applications, which requires accurate prediction of human motion,
such as active camera tracking [4][11], and human behavior analysis.
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